‘Oh che dolce cosa è questa prospettiva! ’
* ‘Oh, what a sweet thing is this perspective!’

Robert Reed’s enchantment with Paolo Uccello seems offbeat. The sixteenth-century biographer
Giorgio Vasari already felt ambivalent towards the painter of The Battle(s) of San Romano: ‘Paolo
Uccello would have been the most gracious and fanciful genius that was ever devoted to the art of
painting, from Giotto’s day to our own, if he had laboured as much at figures and animals as he
laboured and lost time over the details of perspective …’ 1 The author painted a picture of an
obsessive in his Vita of one of the leading painters of the early Renaissance. For Vasari, Paolo
Uccello was supremely talented, but tainted by his dedication to experimenting with perspective:
‘For the sake of these investigations he kept himself in seclusion and almost a hermit, having little
intercourse with anyone, and staying weeks and months in his house without showing himself.’ 2
The notoriously private Robert Reed might have felt sympathy for a painter who kept to himself,
devoting himself to his calling outside the spotlights. As often in Vasari’s Lives, a perceived
shortcoming in artistry came in tandem with a flaw in character. Within Paolo’s biography an
artistic antitype was set up by voice of Donatello, one of Vasari’s great heroes, the sculptor
supposedly having proclaimed ‘“Ah Paolo, this perspective of thine makes thee abandon the
substance for the shadow …”’3 It was shadow too, according to the biographer, in which Paolo
would spend most his life: ‘… he shut himself up in his house, devoting himself to perspective,
which kept him ever poor and depressed up to his death.’4
Besides his criticism, Vasari was fascinated with Uccello’s creations, as Reed later would be. The
painter ‘… was for ever investigating, without a moment’s intermission, the most difficult
problems of art …’.5 Paolo’s drawings and paintings together with Giorgio Vasari’s Vita of the
master, took hold of the imagination of artists, writers, poets, photographers, and filmmakers,
equally fascinated with ‘the most difficult problems of art’ ever since.6 Within Uccello’s oeuvre,
three paintings took centre stage as objects of intense analysis and emulation: the Battle of San
Romano panels, painted circa 1438-40.7 Especially the London Battle (fig. 1) became canonical
among this group of three, dispersed among the National Gallery, the Uffizi, and the Louvre (figs.
1-3).8 It depicts the leader of the Florentines, Niccolò Mauruzi da Tolentino, charging towards his
enemies during a minor battle over access to the port of Pisa in the Arno valley, on 1 June 1432.
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which then had arched tops instead of their current rectangular shape.9 It seems that the Battle of
San Romano panels were already admired and coveted early in their existence, before Vasari wrote
Uccello’s biography in the middle of the sixteenth century. One of the Bartolini Salimbeni
brothers, Damiano, was against the panels’ transfer of ownership to no one less than Lorenzo ‘il
Magnifico’ de’ Medici, which lead to the paintings being forcibly removed. 10 It seems that the painted
Battles ensued a very real battle over possession of Paolo’s masterpieces.
Lorenzo de’ Medici was likely drawn to the Battles’ subject matter. What drew countless less
politically-motivated admirers to the paintings is something entirely different. Looking at the
London panel in the National Gallery, the attraction becomes clear. It inscribes on the brain
because it is unlike anything else that was painted at the time. A whirlwind of horses, armour, and
weaponry; but a whirlwind that seems highly structured. Vasari’s criticism is apparent: Paolo’s loveaffair with geometry and perspective seem just as much the subject of this painting as the
Florentine victory that had attracted Lorenzo de’ Medici. The battlefield, now faded to a soft pink,
becomes a checkerboard of lances, in which even the fallen warrior is positioned towards the
vanishing point of the perspectival grid. The horses seem to have been taken from a Euclidian
merry-go-round, uniform and made up out of regular bodies, slightly softened to animate them.
Niccolò da Tolentino’s hat barely disguises the mazzocchio, the underlying structure that holds
together the fabric, an object that fascinated Paolo. Surviving drawings testify to the painter’s
engagement with the mazzocchio’s complex geometry (fig. 4) and looking at these drawings a kinship
with abstract painting does not seem farfetched. Paolo’s inherent ‘modernity’ reveals itself,
something that lay dormant for centuries but awoke with the avantgarde of the later nineteenth
century all the way up to Reed’s painting in the 1970s.
The French symbolist writer Marcel Schwob –noted for his influence on the Surrealists, and for
being Claude Cahun’s uncle (née Lucy Schwob)– took Vasari’s biography and turned it on its head.
In his Vies Imaginaires from 1896, Paolo Uccello appears in a series of ‘biographies’ among figures
as disparate as Lucretius and Pocahontas:
‘For Uccello did not care about the reality of things, but about their multiplicity and infinite lines; so
that he made blue fields, and red cities, and horsemen dressed in black armor on ebony horses whose
mouths were inflamed, and lances directed like rays of light to all points of the sky.’11

Vasari’s critique became Schwob’s championing. Uccello became a modernist icon. Gregory
Corso, a Beat poet and self-styled radical to the extent that he described Jean Genet as ‘so fucking
bourgeois’, was equally taken by the Battle of San Romano panels.12 In his 1958 poem Uccello, Corso
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eulogised the painter in an ekphrastic exploration of the famous panels in London, Paris, and
Florence, exclaiming ‘… how I dream to join such battle!’13
Unsurprisingly, it was among twentieth-century painters that Paolo Uccello’s legacy found the
most fertile soil. Italian modernists were smitten. Giorgio Morandi, for instance, stripped the Battle
of San Romano back to its Euclidian essence, combining a fragment of a lance with something that
could be armour among more quotidian objects in a 1919 still life, now in the Pinacoteca di Brera
(fig. 5).14 Across the Atlantic, Arshile Gorky kept three large-scale colour reproductions of the
Battles on the walls of his Union Square studio, fascinated by Uccello’s mastery of composition. 15
MoMA curator William C. Seitz wrote that in Gorky’s Garden in Sochi (fig. 6), the ArmenianAmerican painter ‘… merged the muticolored ex-votos fluttering in the breeze, Uccello’s heraldry
of banners, lances, harnesses and costumes, the contact of yielding flesh against hard blue rock,
the abstract patterns of a master he loved, and the sight and sound of rustling silver leaves, in a
composite image.’16 Closer to home, Robert Reed’s friend Philip Guston explicitly stated his
admiration for Uccello throughout his career:
‘At first my experience was with the fifteenth-century Italians, particularly Piero della Francesca and
Uccello. When I saw Picasso’s cubist paintings I thought—well, cubism is Renaissance painting to
me. I think I was trying to make some reconciliation. I studied cubism. I never painted complete
cubist pictures, but those paintings of children in the forties have something to do with that. It’s as
if cubism made me more aware of Piero and Uccello and their use of overlapping forms and the
rhythms of these on the plane, the intervals.’17

The Battles in particular defined Guston’s idiosyncratic visual vocabulary:
‘In the Uccello battle piece that’s in the Louvre, everything is so closely packed, all these forms, that
you really don’t know which leg belong to which horse. It doesn’t matter, because it’s just sensation.
And there’s one panel of Uccello’s where right at the edge of the picture, I think it’s the left-hand
side, you only see about two horses but there’s about a dozen horses’ hooves. And you just feel the
joy, the pleasure, the painter had in doing that.’ 18

Uccello’s ‘legs and hooves’ became a defining motive for Guston in pictures such as Monument (fig.
7). It presents a multiplicity of hooves, akin to the one facing the viewer frontally belonging to the
front left leg of the black horse of the ironclad warrior charging the enemy with his sword in the
London Battle (fig. 1). Even among the pages of Guston’s writings, lectures, and conversations, his
friend ‘Bob’ Reed’s presence is understated. ‘The ruler ones’, Reed briefly interjects during a
transcribed talk at the Yale Summer School of Music and Art in Norfolk Connecticut, in July
1974.19 Guston reminisced about when he came up to Skidmore to visit his friend, addressing Reed
in the audience (?) when fondly discussing their drawing method.
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Of all artists mentioned here, Robert Reed’s engagement with Paolo Uccello’s ‘most difficult
problems of art’ appears the most personal and intense. He rediscovered Uccello’s reproductions
going through boxes of belongings when moving into a new studio in New Haven, the
reproductions becoming a studio mainstay much like in Gorky’s case, but pursuing the Renaissance
painter subsequently, taking his son to the National Gallery in London on his 12 th birthday to look
at the Battle of San Romano.20 John Ruskin, Antonin Artaud, Italo Calvino, Roger Fry, Giovanni
Pascoli, Juan Gris, George Braque, Fernand Léger, Jean Dubuffet, Carlo Carrà, Giorgio de Chirico,
Robert Bresson; the list of admirers goes on, but few explored Uccello obsessive visual language
so diligently as Robert Reed ever since the rediscovery of a kindred spirit in the safety of his studio.
The monumental San Romano, Monticello Brick is a case in point (fig. 8). The unmistakably ‘Uccellian’
crossed lances become an abstracted synecdoche for the Battles. Reed takes Paolo’s visual language
and makes it his own, never losing the vigour and intensity of Renaissance combat, but turning it
into a battle of shape and colour. Vasari did not think much of Uccello’s figures, and Reed removed
them altogether, getting to the geometric core of Paolo’s practice. Uccello took the perspectival
grid and animated it. Robert Reed took the grid and shook it, creating a Euclidian whirlwind that
proved a lasting motif in his oeuvre. The legacy of Reed’s San Romano Series is lasting and steeped
in art’s history. In the words of Gregory Corso, ‘… how difficult to fall between those knitted
lances …’.21
Joost Joustra
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Fig. 1

Paolo Uccello, Niccolò Mauruzi da Tolentino at the Battle of San Romano, London, National Gallery,
c. 1438-40.

Fig. 2

Paolo Uccello, The Battle of San Romano, Paris, Musée de Louvre, c. 1438-40.
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Fig. 3

Paolo Uccello, The Battle of San Romano, Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi, c. 1438-40.

Fig. 4

Paolo Uccello, Mazzocchio in perspective, Paris, Musée de Louvre, mid-fifteenth c.
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Fig. 5

Giorgio Morandi, Natura morta di oggetti su un tavolo, Milan, Pinacoteca di Brera, 1919.
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Fig. 6

Arshile Gorky, Garden in Sochi, New York, Museum of Modern Art, c. 1943.

Fig. 7

Philip Guston, Monument, London, Tate, 1976.
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Fig. 8

Robert Reed, San Romano, Monticello Brick, 1979, Acrylic on canvas, 182.9 x 365.8 cm. Courtesy of the
Estate of Robert Reed and Pilar Corrias, London.

Fig. 9 Robert Reed, San Romano, Central State, 1979, Aquatec acrylic on canvas, 213.4 x 365.8 cm. Courtesy of
the Estate of Robert Reed and Pilar Corrias, London.
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Fig. 10 Robert Reed, San Romano, Hydraulic Lift, 1979, Aquatec acrylic on canvas, 213.4 x 365.8 cm. Courtesy of
the Estate of Robert Reed and Pilar Corrias, London.

Fig. 11 Robert Reed, San Romano, Southern Midst, 1980-81, Aquatec acrylic on canvas, 182.9 x 304.8 cm.
Courtesy of the Estate of Robert Reed and Pilar Corrias, London.
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Fig. 12 Robert Reed, San Romano, Ten And One Half, 1984, Aquatec acrylic on canvas, unfinished with pencil
marks, 213.4 x 182.9 cm. Courtesy of the Estate of Robert Reed and Pilar Corrias, London.
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